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SDS-700
Complete Cash Automation for Smart Cash Management

Lower Costs by 30% 
Optimise your cash management to get the most out of your work force
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The SDS-700 is a high-speed note deposit solution for both back office and front office environments. The SDS-700 cuts the costs 

of cash management through internal, and CIT pick-up and delivery optimization. It is a secure, smart and high performance 

note deposit unit.

Automated Note Counting

The notes are counted and compiled 
automatically in seconds. Information of 
deposits and total sum of each denomination  
is generated in real-time.

Web Based Cash Management

Reports are sent to the financial department as 
well as to the CIT company or bank at the end of 
the day. Reconciliation has never been easier. 

Full Control Through Serial 
Number Recognition

Through serial number recognition you will 
always get exact information about each note, 
such as time of deposit and who deposited it.

 
High Security

A Smart Deposit Solution increases the security 
of your employees. The solution is certified by 
the insurance companies.*

*Applies to the customer’s insurance.

High Speed Processing 

The SDS-700 is one of a kind through its high 
speed of up to 1,000 notes per minute.

Specifications SDS-700

Bundle Note In Yes

Note Packing, Self Seal Bag Yes (2,500 Notes)

Safety Class UL 291 or CEN III

Size (W x D x H)
400 (UL 291)-480 mm (CEN III) x 440 (UL 
291)-480 mm (CEN III) x 870 mm
(15.75”-18.9” x 15.75”-18.9” x 34.25”)

Embedded PC Yes, Windows

Touch Screen Size 10.1”

Printer 80  mm

Bar Code Reader Supports 1D and 2D documents

Secure, Seal and Simplify Your Cash

The display strongly improves 
the user experience and assures 
efficient and easy cash handling

 ► High speed with security features

 ► Easy to learn and train

 ► Self-sealing technology

Small Footprint

Since the solution packs the bank notes, it can 
handle large volumes in a small area. It has a 
small footprint and can be placed even in the 
smallest environments.

Bundle Note Deposits

Bundle note deposits of up to 200 notes at a 
time, make the cash handling process extremely 
easy and efficient.

 

Heat Seal Bag

The staff has no access to the bank notes until 
the bag is opened at the CIT company. The 
bag is identified with a bar code, giving you full 
control and security.

Efficient CIT Processes

Through an on-line connection, the CIT 
company receives information when your 
machine is full and needs to be emptied. 

 ► Can connect to a coin unit

 ► Multi-currency capability

 ► Monitoring system


